We give two results concerning the properties of state-space models with exponential family observation, dislIibuti()n and, conjugate state distribution. The first result gives a simple and general interpretation of the parameters of the predictive state distribution in" terms, of the observation forecast distribution. The second result shows how the first result can be used to check the long-term model properties" . of recurrence and ergodicity for a class of nonGaussian observation distributions. In particular, these results apply to models with Poisson, binomial and multinomial observation distributions.
INTRODUCTION
The state-space approach provides a powerful' formulation of many models for studying time series in the time domain. This approach encompasses KalIllan Filter' and ARMA models' (Harrison and Steven.s, ·1.976; 'Har'ley, 1981, ch. 4) and has previded the standard approaches for treating missing values for computing the (jauss~an 11l(e~llhlJOd Philips, 1979) .
recently, a Bayesian view of for mq4eling time of non-Gaussian data. For example, models have been suggested for time series of binomial or Poisson observations (West, Harrison and Migon, 1985) , and we have been exploring the case of compositional data (Grunwald, Raftery and Guttorp, 1989) . These models provide a simple and computationally efficient framework for filtering and forecasting such series. In some cases they also of covariates, trendS, seasonality and interventions in a natural way.
In this paper we present results c()nc~ming the properties of some nOll-Gaussian statespace models. In particular, we study the recurrence and ergodicity of a class of models, and illustrate the results with the Poisson, binomial and multinonial exampl~s. We also give a general interpretation of the parameters of the..state .distribution in terms of the observation forecast distribution.
NON·GAUSSIAN STATE·SPACE MODELING
A general state space model consists of three parts; an observation distribution, a state distribution and a method for making state forecasts. We assume an exponential family distributIon for the observa.tionand a state distribution to
The conjugate density for the above observation distribution is
The subscripts and superscripts tIl t 2 for the parameters of this distribution describe the parameter at time t 1 given data and covariate information at all times up to and including t 2'
It follows from Theorem 1 of Diaconis and Ylvisaker (1979) In particular, when Ix I = IxII + . . . + IXdl is the L 1 norm and when the components of X t are all either always positive or always negative, then "Ix is easily computed and direct evaluation of the long term properties of the model is possible. These ideas are the topic for the next section.
THE FORECAST MEAN, RECURRENCE AND ERGODICITY
In this section, we state and prove the two results of this paper.. The first result gives a simple and general expression for the forecast mean. The second one uses this to compute the quantity "Ix of (2.7) in some cases, and thus allows a direct check of recurrence and ergodicity. (9) aM (9) By Diaconis and Ylvisaker (1979, Theorem 2) , the right-hand side of (3.3) is equal to K:t+ll t' The equality is standard exponential family theory (e.g. Bickel and Doksum, 1977, p.71) and is also given in equation (2.2i) of Diaconis and Ylvisaker (1979 Proof: Using the L 1 norm, direct calculation of (2.7) for the Markov process {K t !t} gives
By the.definition oithe state-space model. p(e t +1IY)= p(9t+dO't It> K r It)· Thus (2.6) yields
It follows by Theorem 1 that the conditional expectation in the second term on the right"handside of (3.5) is equal to K t+llt (k). We therefore obtain a, It Kilt, •.. , (Jt ItlCflt ,(Jtlt(n ..... 'LlCftt) andiagaintheforecastdistribution isa familiar one, i=l the Dirichlet-multinomial (Mosimann, 1962) . The forecast mean is given by Theorem 1, while the forecast variance of the j th component of the multinomial observation is (J't+llt+1 . . ---:;''';';;''';';;''''-lC!+l It(n-lC!+l It)· As mentioned in Section 4.1, any multinomial state space model (Jt+lIt is both ergodic and recurrent.
